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S18/1457 Land to the North of Longcliffe Road, Grantham

1

Description of Site

1.1

The wider site which benefits from outline planning permission S15/3189, is on the
northern edge of the built up area of Grantham, adjoining the modern and fairly low
density Manthorpe estate to the south and the historic village of Manthorpe to the east. To
the west, the site is bounded by the main east coast railway line. The northern boundary is
partly along Belton Lane. It then follows just south of the line of existing overhead power
lines, then continues north eastwards along the Running Furrow as far as the A607.

1.2

In terms of topography and the wider context, the site sits within the low lying Grantham
bowl surrounded by the “green rim” of escarpments and higher land. In the centre of the
site is a relatively low hill which rises to 68m AOD. The land slopes down to the valleys of
the Running Furrow and Gonerby Stream.

1.3

The site is also relatively close to Grade I Belton House and its associated registered Park
and Gardens and there is some intervisibility between the two.

2

Description of Proposal

2.1

This is a reserved matters application for 480 dwellings covering matters of scale, layout,
appearance and landscaping, pursuant to outline planning permission S15/3189. This
application relates to the central and western parts of the site covered by the outline
permission, including all of the residential parcels and open spaces within them, together
with the central square, orchard and allotments, the landscaped buffer strip and noise
bund alongside the railway line and a small section of the main linear park.

2.2

The remainder of the site covered by the outline permission, including the school,
neighbourhood centre, sports grounds and extensive landscaped open spaces would be
subject to future reserved matters or full applications. These elements are also controlled
either through the Section 106 agreement attached to the outline permission or through
planning conditions. For example, the local centre is required to be completed before the
300th dwelling is occupied.

2.3

The layout within this reserved matters application broadly reflects the design and access
statement, development parameters and illustrative layout submitted with the outline
application and is consistent with the masterplan and design code approved under
discharge of condition application S18/1044.

2.4

The layout includes a tree lined central north-south spine road linking Longcliffe Road to
Belton Lane, a secondary east-west road serving the eastern part of the development, and
a separate access from Rosedale Avenue serving a small parcel of proposed residential
development east of the Running Furrow. A network of cycling/walking routes would be
provided including an east-west and north-south cycleway and links to existing routes
beyond the site. These latter elements are controlled through the Section 106 agreement.

2.5

A number of landscaped green spaces and children’s play areas would be provided,
including the “East Green” and “West Green”, along with a community orchard, allotments,

and informal open space along the western and south western boundaries incorporating
woodland and a landscaped bund adjacent the railway.
2.6

Other key features include a landscaped central square forming the focal point of the
development (Note – the school and neighbourhood centre which would front onto the
square are not included in this application and would be subject to future full or reserved
matters applications), and cycleways aligned along view corridors towards the spires of St
Wulfram’s Church, Grantham and St John’s Church, Manthorpe.

3

Relevant History and Background

3.1

The Grantham Capacity and Limits to Growth Study 2015 was commissioned by the
Council to identify suitable areas for future development on the edges of Grantham. The
application site was identified as suitable for development in the study subject to no built
development above the 65m contour line to minimise any impact on the setting of Belton
House and Park and related heritage assets.

3.2

The outline planning application (S15/3189) for “a sustainable urban extension to
Grantham comprising, not more than 550 dwellings, a neighbourhood centre, a single form
entry primary school, ancillary (formal and informal) public open space, including structural
landscaping and biodiversity enhancement areas, and access works.” was submitted in
2015. This was subsequently amended on officer advice to 480 dwellings and with all built
development shown below the 65m contour line to comply with the Grantham Capacity
Study.

3.3

The outline application was supported by a comprehensive suite of documents, including a
voluntary Environmental Statement, covering matters such as Ecology, Landscape and
Visual Impacts, Heritage, Archaeology, Transport, Noise and Vibration, as well as
separate documents such as a Heritage Impact Assessment, Transport Statement,
various ecological surveys and a Design and Access Statement.

3.4

That application was recommended for approval by officers but refused by Committee on
08 March 2017 on the grounds of harm to the setting of heritage assets at Belton and
Manthorpe. It was subsequently allowed on appeal on 19 January 2018 following a public
inquiry. The inspector concluded that the development was in accordance with the
development plan as well as the NPPF and would not result in unacceptable adverse
impacts and would not harm the setting of heritage assets.

3.5

The outline permission is subject to a Section 106 agreement that ensures that the
necessary infrastructure needed to make the development acceptable is provided. This
includes, a serviced site for a new school together with £3m contribution towards the cost
of the new school, health contribution of £218k, cycleway improvements contribution of
£250k, bus service contribution of £300k, affordable housing on site and provision of
extensive open space including parks, play areas, sports grounds, SuDS drainage,
informal green space, allotments and a community orchard

3.6

The outline planning permission also includes a condition requiring any future reserved
matters applications to be in broad accordance with the principles of the Design and

Access Statement, the illustrative masterplan and various parameters plans. A further
condition required submission and approval of a detailed masterplan and design code.
3.7

The detailed masterplan and design code was subsequently approved on 06 July 2018
under “approval of details required by condition” application S18/1044.

3.8

The current reserved matters application was submitted in August 2018 and whilst it was
generally in accordance with the masterplan and design code, it was felt that some
aspects of the design required further refinement. The Council therefore commissioned a
design review by OPUN (now known as Design Midlands). The OPUN review made a
number of key recommendations which formed the basis for further discussions between
officers and Larkfleet.

3.9

The proposal went through a number of design iterations resulting from positive
engagement with officers and the Design PAD process. All issues the raised have been
resolved in the current amended plans which were submitted in January 2021. A public reconsultation was then undertaken.

4

Policy Considerations

4.1

SKDC Local Plan 2011 - 2036
Policy SD1- The Principles of Sustainable Development in South Kesteven
Policy SP1 – Spatial Strategy
Policy SP2 – Settlement Hierarchy
Policy H4 – Meeting all Housing Needs
Policy EN1 – Landscape Character
Policy EN2 – Protecting Biodiversity and Geodiversity
Policy EN4 – Pollution Control
Policy EN6 - The Historic Environment
Policy ID2 – Transport and Strategic Transport Infrastructure
Policy DE1 – Promoting Good Quality Design
Policy SB1 - Sustainable Building
Policy OS1- Open Space
Policy GR1- Protecting and Enhancing the Setting of Belton House and Park
Policy GR2 - Sustainable Transport in Grantham

4.2

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
Section 5 – Delivering a sufficient supply of homes
Section 8 – Promoting healthy and safe communities
Section 9 - Promoting sustainable transport
Section 11 – Making effective use of land
Section 12 - Achieving well-designed places
Section 14 – Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change
Section 15 – Conserving and enhancing the natural environment
Section 15 – Conserving and enhancing the historic environment

5

Representations Received

5.1
5.1.1

Great Gonerby Parish Council
No comment to make.

5.2
5.2.1

Environment Agency
No further comments.

5.3
5.3.1

Network Rail
No objection. Refer to their standing advice.

5.4
5.4.1

LCC Footpaths
Note that the PROW that crosses the site will need to be upgraded to adoptable standard
to cater for the additional footfall generated by the development.

5.5
5.5.1

Upper Witham IDB
No comment.

5.6
5.6.1

LCC Highways/SuDS
No objection.

5.7
5.7.1

LCC Education
In response to original plans - request potential access to school is shown indicatively. No
comments received on amended plans.

5.8
5.8.1

Highways England
The principle of the development has been agreed in the outline planning application. As
this reserved matters application is related to matters internal to the site which will not
have any material impact on the strategic road network, Highways England has no
comments to make.

5.9
5.9.1

SKDC Environmental Protection
The submitted noise report and bund details appears to show that the noise bund provides
an effective barrier to noise from the railway. Request clarification of the noise protection
measures to be incorporated into the affected dwellings.

5.10
SKDC Conservation Officer
5.10.1 No objections subject to appropriate materials.
5.11
Historic England
5.11.1 Do not wish to offer any comments. Suggest that the views of the Council’s specialist
conservation and archaeological advisers are sought, as relevant.
5.12
Natural England
5.12.1 No objection raised. Refer to their standing advice.
5.13
Lincolnshire Police
5.13.1 No objections although they express a preference for cul-de-sacs.

5.14
National Trust
5.14.1 Some concern raised in response to original plans – that the wider landscaping is not
included within this application. Concerned about lack of details of materials and
streetlighting – would like to see use of recessive colours and measures to ensure the
setting of Belton House and Park is protected. No further comments received on amended
plans.
5.15
SKDC Principal Design Officer
5.15.1 The design of the scheme as amended has improved greatly since going through an
OPUN design review and following officer advice. It now corresponds to the masterplan
and design code and performs well when assessed under the government endorsed
Building for a Healthy Life guidance.

6

Representations as a Result of Publicity

6.1

This application has been advertised in accordance with the Council's Statement of
Community Involvement and letters of representation have been received from 28 x
correspondents. The objections received raise the following points:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No need for more houses
Highways/traffic impact on the wider area
Impact on trees and wildlife
Loss of undeveloped land
Not enough infrastructure – schools etc
Not enough local employment
Amenity concerns including pollution, dominance of outlook and overlooking
Drainage/flooding concerns
Design concerns – density too high, roads too narrow
Affordability
Too close to Manthorpe village

6.2

It should be noted that the majority of representations relate to issues such as the principle
of development, local infrastructure provision and highways/traffic impact on the wider
area etc, which were settled at outline stage by the planning inspector.

7

Evaluation

7.1

Principle of Development

7.1.1

Outline planning permission, including the matter of access, has already been granted for
the development of up to 480 dwellings on the wider site under S15/3189. The principle of
development is therefore acceptable.

7.1.2

The outline permission included a number of conditions requiring any reserved matters
applications to:
Condition 3 – be submitted within 3 years of the date of the outline permission

Condition 5 – comply with the principles established in the detailed masterplan and design
code approved under this condition
Condition 6 – not exceed 480 dwellings in total
Condition 7 – not include built development above the 65m contour line
Condition 8 – accord with the broad principles of the following plans and documents:
i. Illustrative Masterplan - drawing no. EMS.2490_101G
ii. Access Parameters Plan – drawing no. EMS.2490_107E
iii. Land use Parameters Plan – drawing no. EMS.2490_105E
iv. Building Heights and Parameters Plan – drawing no. EMS.2490_106F
v. Phasing Parameters Plan – drawing no. EMS 2490_103G
vi. Landscape Parameters Plan – drawing no. EMS.2490_108F
vii. Design and Access Statement
Condition 9 - include details of the specification of the noise attenuation bund alongside
the railway line.
Condition 12 – provide details of tree protection measures in a concurrent “approval of
details required by condition” application
7.1.3
7.1.4

This reserved matters application is in accordance with all of the above and also
corresponds with the position and nature of the accesses approved at outline stage.
It is noted that the majority of objections received as a result of the public consultation
relate to matters such as the principle of development, infrastructure provision and
highways/traffic impact on the wider area, which have been resolved at outline stage and
are not matters for consideration under this reserved matters application.

7.2

Design

7.2.1

Reserved matters applications are primarily concerned with the detailed design of a
scheme, within the parameters set at the outline stage and assessed against the policies
set out below.

7.2.2

Local Plan Policy DE1 states (amongst other criteria) that to ensure high quality design is
achieved throughout the District, all development proposals will be expected to make a
positive contribution to local distinctiveness, vernacular and character of the area.
Proposals should reinforce local identity and not have an adverse impact on the
streetscene, settlement pattern or the landscape / townscape character of the surrounding
area. Proposals should be of an appropriate scale, density, massing, height and material,
given the context of the area.

7.2.3

Local Plan Policy OS1 sets out the amount and type of open space that is required in new
developments.

7.2.4

Local Plan Policy H4 requires all major proposals for residential development to provide
appropriate type and sized dwellings to meet the needs of current and future households
in the District.

7.2.5

The NPPF (section 12) states that good design is a key aspect of sustainable
development. New development should function well and add to the overall quality of the
area, be visually attractive and sympathetic to local character, establish or maintain a
strong sense of place, optimise the potential of the site and create safe, inclusive and
accessible places.

7.2.6

The overarching development principles, general layout and land use distribution were all
determined in the outline permission, and further refined following approval of the detailed
masterplan and design code. Therefore they cannot be revisited or changed
fundamentally at reserved matters stage.

7.2.7

The application as originally submitted, whilst broadly in line with the parameters of the
outline permission and subsequently approved masterplan and design code had some
aspects which it was felt could be improved upon. Since submission, the proposals have
undergone a number of amendments following the recommendations of the OPUN design
review, and consultation and negotiations with officers. The Council's Design Officer has
assessed the proposals using the government endorsed Building for a Healthy Life
assessment method. The design as amended scores well using Building for a Healthy Life
and is now considered to be acceptable. The application has also been considered by the
Council’s Design PAD consultation group which has guided the amendments made to the
proposals.

7.2.8

As a consequence of these amendments, the design and appearance of the proposal has
greatly improved, which will be a benefit to future occupiers as well as the wider
community. Key amendments include:
•
•
•
•
•

Replacement of the roundabout at centre of the development with a landscaped central
square
Tree lined avenues – with trees to be planted in grass verges and adopted by LCC
Highways. Note – since the application was submitted LCC have changed their policy
and are supportive of street trees.
Cul-de-sacs replaced wherever possible by perimeter blocks and edge lanes to be
adopted by LCC Highways
Improvements to house types including wider variety of designs and additional “corner
turners” where appropriate
Improvements to materials distribution and boundary treatments to reinforce the
character of various parts of the development

7.2.9

Each of the reserved matters which have been included for consideration in this
application are discussed in turn below.

7.3

Layout

7.3.1

As previously mentioned, the general layout and design of the proposal as originally
submitted was already in broad accordance with the parameters set out in the outline
permission as well as the principles established in the approved detailed masterplan and
design code, and has been enhanced further by the amendments set out above.

7.3.2

The layout has been designed to ensure that there is a clearly defined and legible street
hierarchy, utilising perimeter blocks and edge lanes rather than cul-de-sacs wherever
appropriate to ensure that all areas of public open space are overlooked and have
dwellings facing them rather than turning their backs on them. The addition of street trees
also helps to reinforce the street hierarchy and aid legibility and reinforce the character of
each area within the development. Dwellings are aligned so that they generally follow

regular building lines, particularly along the primary roads, and those facing on to public
open space. All dwellings on corners have been designed so that they are "dual aspect"
thereby avoiding blank elevations facing the public realm.
7.3.3

Front boundary treatments are highlighted on key streets and include railings, brick walls
and hedgerows. Again this reinforces the street hierarchy, character areas and
consistency in the streetscene.

7.3.4

Key open spaces including play areas, parks, informal landscaped areas, allotments and
an orchard are located throughout the development. There is a logical movement network
of foot/cycleways through the development and connecting to existing routes. The east
west and north south cycleways have been aligned from the higher ground towards the
spires of St Wulfram’s and St John’s churches, helping to create a strong sense of place.

7.3.5

The housetypes and density are appropriate for the edge of town context. An appropriate
mix of house types and sizes is provided in accordance with Local Plan Policy H4,
including 2,3 and 4 bed dwellings, detached, semi-detached and terraced properties,
together with a percentage of affordable dwellings.

7.3.6

The plans as originally submitted showed a traffic roundabout at the centre of the
development where the neighbourhood centre and school would be located. Whilst this
mirrored what was shown in the approved detailed masterplan, following the OPUN design
review, this was considered to be a key aspect of the development that could be
enhanced, in line with the latest design thinking, policies and good practice. Replacing the
roundabout with a main square, replaces what would be an overengineered and vehicle
dominated junction with an attractive and pedestrian friendly focal point to the
development. The square would feature trees, seating areas and attractive hard
landscape features and would not be dominated by parking. It would also be a much more
attractive environment in which the school and neighbourhood centre (which would be the
subject of future applications) would front onto.

7.3.7

Notwithstanding the difference from the approved masterplan, officers consider that it is
not a departure from the principles established in the outline permission and masterplan,
and is considered to be a significant improvement

7.3.8

In terms of residential amenity, the concerns of local residents are noted. However, the
dwellings would be sufficiently well separated and aligned and orientated, such that there
would be no unacceptable overlooking/loss of privacy, overshadowing/loss of light or
dominance of outlook to occupiers of adjacent properties. It is noted that the separation
distance between the new dwellings and existing dwellings is over 60m due to the
extensive landscape buffer along the southern and eastern boundaries. Equally the layout
would ensure future occupiers of the development would not be similarly affected.

7.4

Scale

7.4.1

The proposed dwellings are all 2- 2.5 storey in height and vary in size between 2, 3 and 4
bedrooms. They are arranged in detached, semi-detached and short terrace forms. Eaves
heights and ridge heights vary which gives interest to the streetscene. The scale

combined with layout (discussed above) would ensure no adverse impact on residential
amenity. The scale of the buildings reflects the existing suburban form of development
around the edges of the Grantham and is therefore appropriate for this context.
7.5

Appearance

7.5.1

The palette of materials has been chosen to reflect those used locally and includes a
mixture of red and buff bricks with some render and reconstituted stone for walls, with grey
slate effect tiles and red pantiles for roofs.

7.5.2

The original choice of materials was somewhat uncoordinated with materials seemingly
distributed randomly throughout the site. However, the amendments are a great
improvement and help to give the development a more distinct character and reinforce
legibility. The materials as amended now reinforce the street hierarchy and emphasise
focal points. The use of buff bricks is concentrated on the main street and around the East
and West Greens, with shades of red bricks being the dominant material elsewhere.
Reconstituted stone and ivory render are used for key landmark buildings.

7.5.3

The houses themselves are of traditional vernacular form. However, to add variety and
create distinctive character areas, three themes are used for the detailing – classic,
cottage and contemporary. These differing house styles, together with boundary
treatments and landscaping work together to form distinct character areas.

7.6

Landscaping

7.6.1

The landscaping details submitted with this application show a number of well-designed
areas of public open space spread throughout the development, incorporating play areas,
grassed areas and significant native tree and shrub planting. A Landscape Briefing Note
explains the background and rationale to the landscaping.

7.6.2

Very detailed plans were submitted with the application show precise details and
distribution of every species of tree, bush and grass to be used throughout the
development covered by this application. Native species have been used where
appropriate to enhance the biodiversity of the site, but also to reflect local ecology and
cultural elements. For example, as detailed in the Landscape Briefing Note, Malus
domestica ‘Newton Wonder’ is proposed in the proposed orchard.

7.6.3

However, these very detailed planting plans do need to be amended slightly in some
areas to reflect the most recent minor amendments to the layout. These minor alterations
will be controlled by a suitably worded condition.

7.6.4

Whilst the development has always been designed around landscaping, as mentioned
previously a significant design improvement has been the addition of street trees,
particularly along the main street. This has been made possible because since the
application was originally submitted, LCC Highways have reappraised their policy on
street trees, now seeing them as a positive aspect of placemaking and encouraging and
supporting their inclusion in new developments. Their policy is now to adopt and maintain
them wherever possible. The inclusion of street trees is a positive enhancement to the

layout, which will help to define key streets and give the development a leafy character, in
keeping with the edge of town context.
7.6.5

The large amount of open space to be provided fulfils the requirements of the signed
Section 106 agreement associated with the outline permission. Future management
arrangements for the open space will also be secured through the Section 106 agreement.
Furthermore, the maintenance of the street trees will be secured through adoption by LCC
Highways.

7.6.6

The significant tree and hedge planting, together with retention of existing vegetation will
also result in enhancements to ecology and net biodiversity gain.

7.6.7

Overall, the landscaping scheme is comprehensive, well thought out and high quality and
will help to create a pleasant environment for future residents, the wider community and
also wildlife, and ensure the development is well integrated in its context.

7.7

Other Issues

7.7.1

Highways – the highway safety and capacity impact of additional traffic on the surrounding
highways network, together with the position/nature of the accesses and general road
layout was settled at the outline stage and is not a matter for consideration under this
reserved matters application. The road and movement network within the site, including
parking and other related issues has been assessed by LCC Highways who have advised
on the amendments and do not object. The development is therefore acceptable in this
respect.

7.7.2

Noise – Condition 9 of the outline permission requires a detailed specification of the noise
bund alongside the railway to be submitted with the relevant reserved matters application.
Details of the proposed bund are included in the submitted Landscape Briefing Note. The
bund will be planted with trees and bushes and will have an accoustic fence on the top to
provide appropriate mitigation measures. The Council’s Environmental Protection Team
have assessed the submitted details and have raised no objection subject to further
clarification of the mitigation measures to be incorporated into the affected dwellings. Any
further information or comments will be included in the Additional Items Report.

7.7.3

Pollution – Air quality was assessed at outline stage and subject to mitigation set out in the
section 106 was deemed to be acceptable.

7.7.4

Heritage – The site is within the setting of a number of heritage assets, including Belton
House and Park, St Wulfram’s and St John’s churches. The appeal inspector was clear in
his decision that the development (within the parameters of the outline permission) would
not result in harm to the setting of heritage assets.

7.7.5

The concerns of the National Trust are noted. However, this reserved matters application
accords with those parameters and by virtue of the detailed design, scale, landscaping
and materials to be used would not harm the setting of heritage assets in accordance with
LP policy EN6 and the NPPF. It is noted that neither Historic England nor the Council’s
conservation officer object. In respect of the impact of street lighting on the setting of

heritage assets, again the appeal inspector was clear that the impact would not be
detrimental and, in any case,, precise details of street lighting is covered by a condition of
the outline permission. It should also be noted that the majority of the landscaped areas
that would screen/soften the development in views from Belton Park and Manthorpe
village are not included in this application and will be the subject of future reserved matters
applications.
7.7.6

Drainage – Flooding and drainage has been raised as a concern by a number of
objectors. It should be noted that at the outline stage a drainage strategy was submitted
along with a flood risk assessment and deemed to be acceptable. The reserved matters
details submitted to date accord with that strategy. A detailed surface water drainage
scheme is required separately by a condition of the outline permission and will be
assessed on its own merits when submitted. The Local Lead Flood Authority have raised
no objections.

7.7.7

Affordable Housing – The quantum and distribution of affordable housing as well as
general affordability of the development has been raised as a concern by objectors. The
issue of affordable housing is covered separately by the section 106 agreement attached
to the outline permission. The Section 106 requires submission of a detailed affordable
housing scheme before development commences. General affordability is an issue for the
market to determine, although the development does include an appropriate range of
dwellings to meet local housing demand and needs in accordance with LP policy H4.

8

Crime and Disorder

8.1

It is considered that the proposal would not result in any significant crime and disorder
implications.

9

Human Rights Implications

9.1

Articles 6 (Rights to fair decision making) and Article 8 (Right to private family life and
home) of the Human Rights Act have been taken into account in making this
recommendation. It is considered that no relevant Article of that act will be breached.

10

Conclusion

10.1

The proposal is in line with the parameters of the outline permission as well as the
principles established in the approved masterplan and design code. Furthermore,
significant improvements have been made to the detailed design following an OPUN
design review, Design PAD meetings and discussions with officers, and the proposal
performs well under the government endorsed Building for a Healthy Life assessment
method.

10.2

Overall, the design of the proposals is of a high quality and would result in a development
which is will well integrated with the existing built up area whilst creating a well-connected
and landscaped place with its own character and identity. As demonstrated by the Appeal
decision, there would be no adverse impact on the setting of heritage assets, ecology or

highway safety. Neither would the detailed design result in adverse impacts on residential
amenity.
10.3

Taking the above into account, the proposal is therefore acceptable in accordance with
Local Plan policies, H4, EN1, EN2, EN3, EN4, EN5, EN6, DE1, SB1, and the NPPF.
There are no overriding material considerations that indicate otherwise.

11

Recommendation

11.1

To approve the application subject to the conditions set out below

Approved Plans
1

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the following list
of approved plans:
Site Location Plan: L---/SL/ARM Rev A
Site layout: L--/SL/OVERVIEW REV A; L--/SL/PO1A REV D; L--/SL/P01B REV D; L--/SL/P02
REV D; L--/SL/P03 REV D
Bund: L000/BUND/01; WIE14227-SA-82-002-A01
Materials: L--EXT/MAT01 REV B; L--ROOFMAT/01 REV B;
Landscaping and Boundary Treatment: L---/BOUNDLAND/1 REV; L----/BOUNDLAND/2 REV
B; L---/BOUNDLAND/3 REV B; L---/BOUNDALAND/4 REV B; Landscape Briefing Note
House Types: L---/STYLES/01 REV B; All plans listed in the detailed plot schedule dated
08/01/21
Unless otherwise required by another condition of this permission.
Reason: To define the permission and for the avoidance of doubt.

During Building Works
2

Notwithstanding the submitted plans, before any construction work above ground is
commenced, revised plans showing full details of all soft landscaping works reflecting the
minor changes to the layout, together with a timetable for implementation shall have been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Details shall be in broad
accordance with drawings L---/BOUNDLAND/1 REV; L----/BOUNDLAND/2 REV B; L--/BOUNDLAND/3 REV B; L---/BOUNDALAND/4 REV B and include:
i.
ii.
iii.

planting plans;
written specifications (including cultivation and other operations associated with plant
and grass establishment);
schedules of plants, noting species, plant sizes and proposed numbers/densities
where appropriate;

Reason: Soft landscaping and tree planting make an important contribution to the
development and its assimilation with its surroundings and in accordance with Policies DE1,
EN3 and OS1 of the adopted South Kesteven Local Plan.
3

Before the development hereby permitted is commenced, details of hard landscaping works
together with a timetable for implementation shall have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. Details shall be in broad accordance with drawing L-/SL/OVERVIEW REV A; L--/SL/PO1A REV D; L--/SL/P01B REV D; L--/SL/P02 REV D; L-/SL/P03 REV D and shall include:
i.
ii.

detailed specification and materials for all hard surfaces including public and private
roads, paths and cycleways
detailed specification and materials of the central square.

Reason: Hard landscaping and tree planting make an important contribution to the
development and its assimilation with its surroundings and in accordance with Policy DE1 of
the adopted South Kesteven Local Plan.
4

Before any of the works on the external elevations for the building(s) hereby permitted are
begun, full details of the materials (including colour of any render, paintwork or colourwash)
to be used in the construction of the external surfaces of the buildings shall have been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Details shall be in broad
accordance with drawing xxx
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory appearance to the development and in accordance with
Policy DE1 of the adopted South Kesteven Local Plan.

Before the Development is Occupied
5

All hard landscape works shall be carried out in accordance with the approved hard
landscaping details and timetable for implementation.
Reason: Hard landscaping and tree planting make an important contribution to the
development and its assimilation with its surroundings and in accordance with Policy DE1 of
the adopted South Kesteven Local Plan.

6

All hard landscape works shall be carried out in accordance with the approved hard
landscaping details and timetable for implementation.
Reason: Soft landscaping and tree planting make an important contribution to the
development and its assimilation with its surroundings and in accordance with Policies DE1,
EN3 and OS1 of the adopted South Kesteven Local Plan.

7

Before each dwelling is occupied, the external surfaces of that dwelling shall have been
completed in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory appearance to the development and in accordance with
Policy DE1 of the adopted South Kesteven Local Plan.

8

Before each part of the development hereby permitted is occupied/brought into use, the
works to provide the boundary treatments relating to that part of the development shall have
been completed in accordance with the approved boundary treatment scheme.

Reason: To provide a satisfactory appearance to any boundary treatments and by screening
rear gardens from public view, in the interests of the privacy and amenity of the occupants of
the proposed and neighbouring dwellings and in accordance with Policy DE1 of the adopted
South Kesteven Local Plan.
9

The approved noise protection measures shall be implemented prior to occupation of any
dwellings and shall be retained throughout the lifetime of the development
Reason: To protect residents from unacceptable noise levels generated by passing trains

Standard Note(s) to Applicant:
1 In reaching this decision the Local Planning Authority has worked with the applicant in a
positive and proactive manner addressing design impacts on and progressing the formal
application to a determination within an agreed timeframe. The decision is therefore in
accordance with paragraphs 186 -187 of the National Planning Policy Framework.

Site Location Plan

Proposed Site Layout

Financial Implications reviewed by: Not applicable
Legal Implications reviewed by: Not applicable

